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STOCK /COMMODITY/FOREX/WEALTH MANAGEMENT 

Technical based Trading and investment call Entry- Exit Trend Reversal+ Proper Stop loss 

 

 NIFTY: +4.55 (+0.05%) 

 

As last week saw Nifty hold support level 9700 and closed the week on negative note gaining around 4.55 points up at 

9857.05. Nifty was traded with positive sentiment and closed on moderate gain. Index lies between the ranges of 9700 to 

10000 throughout the week.  

Nifty is ready to break the range of 9700 in the negative direction and the next target would be 9685-9552. Market would 

see reversal only if it closes above 9980 levels for Nifty and until then bear would have a lower hand but would struggle in 

the support zone of 9700-9650 as bull would try hard to break the negative momentum.  

 Today 

 
S&P CNX Nifty future closed up 4.55 points at 9857.05. Indian Stock Market to open flat.  Indian Stock Market is 

still in negative zone.  Nifty would enter into positive zone if it closes above 9901 levels. Nifty would also see 

some immediate resistance in 9860-9885 zones but overall market looks to continue positive momentum. Nifty is 

in initial stage of forming Double Bottom Pattern and this suggests that if Nifty closes above 9950 then it would 

see new highs in days to come. Closing below 9750 would initiate a big downfall. 
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BANKNIFTY:  - 42.60 (- 0.18%) 

Overall trend is bullish in Nifty Bank. As last week that resistance for the index lies in the zone of 23700 to 24300. If the 

index manages to close above these levels then the index can move to the levels of around 25035 to 25260. During the 

week the index manages to hit a high of 24880 and close the week around the levels of 24274.20. During the week the 

index breach the major resistance of 25000.  

Resistance for the index lies in the zone of 23900 to 24900. If the index manages to close above these levels then the 
index can move to the levels of around 25100 to 25600. 

TODAY 

Bank Nifty opened on flat note and which traded with a negative sentiment and after it was showing volatile session in 

the market and again it take the good support of 23900 levels at the end it showing strength but closes loss.  Now we 

may consider higher level resistance is 24900 and support is 23700.  
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CNX IT: + 25.65 (+0.24%) 
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Recommendation Stock for the WEEK 
 

Script Name - INDUSINDBK  BUY – 1682 ACTION - BUY   STRATEGY - CONSOLIATION STOPLOSS – 1659 

 
CANDELSTICK CHART - INDUSINDBK 
 

 

 

 

R1 - 1700 R2 - 1680 PIVOT - 1660 S1 - 1640       S2 -1620 

 

JUSTIFICATION 

In weekly chart of INDUSINDBK Its looking very good for BUY side buying level is 1682 hold with the SL of 1659 and in this 

week upside target is 1707. 
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SCRIPT NAME – TATASTEEL BUY – 640 ACTION - BUY   STRATEGY - CONSOLIDATION STOPLOSS – 620 

 
CANDELSTICK CHART – TATASTEEL 
 

 

 

R1 - 647 R2 -642 PIVOT - 635 S1 - 630 S2 - 625 

 

JUSTIFICATION 

In weekly chart of TATASTEEL, It’s looking very good for BUY side buying level is 640 hold with the SL of 620 and in this 

week downside target is 670. 
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For any queries, suggestions and Feed back, kindly mail to info@capitalways.com  

Research Team : 096177-00602     Website : www.capitalways.com 

 _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

Our Corporate Office: 

        

CAPITAL WAYS FINANCIAL SERVICES 

 

         605, Industry House , AB Road Indore (MP) 

 

DISCLAIMER: Stock trading involves high risk and one can lose Substantial amount of money. The 

recommendations made herein do not constitute an offer to sell or solicitation to buy any of the 

Securities mentioned. No representations can be made that recommendations contained herein will be 

profitable or they will not result in losses. Readers using the information contained herein are solely 

responsible for their actions. The information is obtained from sources deemed to be reliable but is not 

guaranteed as to accuracy and completeness. The above recommendations are based on Technical 

ANALYSIS only. 
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